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Abstract: Let G be a graph of order n and L(G) be its Laplacian matrix. The Laplacian polynomial
of G is defined as P(G; λ) = det(λI − L(G)) = ∑n

i=0(−1)ici(G)λn−i, where ci(G) is called the i-th
Laplacian coefficient of G. Denoted by Gn,m the set of all (n, m)-graphs, in which each of them
contains n vertices and m edges. The graph G is called uniformly minimal if, for each i(i = 0, 1, . . . , n),
H is ci(G)-minimal in Gn,m. The Laplacian matrix and eigenvalues of graphs have numerous applica-
tions in various interdisciplinary fields, such as chemistry and physics. Specifically, these matrices
and eigenvalues are widely utilized to calculate the energy of molecular energy and analyze the
physical properties of materials. The Laplacian-like energy shares a number of properties with the
usual graph energy. In this paper, we investigate the existence of uniformly minimal graphs in
Gn,m because such graphs have minimal Laplacian-like energy. We determine that the c2(G)-c3(G)

successive minimal graph is exactly one of the four classes of threshold graphs.

Keywords: Laplacian coefficient; uniformly minimal graphs; threshold graph

1. Introduction

The Laplacian matrices and eigenvalues of graphs have been employed in various
fields, including chemistry and physics. In the realm of chemistry, molecular graphs are
frequently used to represent molecules. The Laplacian matrices of these graphs enable the
calculation of numerous properties of molecules including their energies and vibrational
spectra [1]. Additionally, the Laplacian matrices and eigenvalues of graphs can be utilized
to investigate chemical bonding between atoms in a molecule, enabling the determination
of bond strength and prediction of molecular reactivity [2]. In the field of materials science,
the Laplacian matrices and eigenvalues of graphs are useful in studying physical properties
such as the electrical conductivity of metals and the thermal conductivity of insulators [3].
In physics, the Laplacian matrices and eigenvalues of graphs play a prominent role in
network analysis. They aid in investigating the flow of information in complex networks [4].
Lastly, the Laplacian matrices and eigenvalues of graphs have applications in quantum
mechanics, where they are utilized to study electron behavior in materials and calculate
electronic structures of atoms and molecules [5].

Furthermore, the Laplacian-like energy shares a number of properties with the usual
graph energy. Stevanović has proved that the graph with uniformly minimum Laplacian
coefficients is the graph with the minimal Laplacian-like energy [6], so it is crucial to
determine whether a graph with uniformly minimum Laplacian coefficients exists. But this
is extremely difficult. So far, only some small dimensional special graph classes with
uniformly minimum Laplacian coefficients have been determined.

Many interesting results have been drawn on uniformly minimal graphs with small
dimensions. For instance, Mohar [7] proved that the star is the unique uniformly minimal
graph among all trees of order n. Then Stevanović and Ilić [8], He and Shan [9] and Pai,
Liu and Guo [10] determined, respectively, the unique uniformly minimal graph among all
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unicyclic graphs, bicyclic graphs and tricyclic graphs of order n. For more results on the
Laplacian coefficients of graphs, one can see [11–19].

A graph G is said to be a threshold graph if G is {2K2, C4, P4}-free. Threshold graphs
have beautiful structures and possess many important mathematical properties such as the
extreme cases of certain graph properties, see [20–23]. For more information on threshold
graphs, one can see the monograph [22].

In reference [24], Gong, Zou and Zhang gave a characterization of ci-minimal graphs
as follows.

Theorem 1 ([24], Theorem 1). Let n ≥ 3 and n− 1 ≤ m ≤ (n
2). Then, for each i, 2 ≤ i ≤ n− 2,

ci-minimal (n, m)-graph is a threshold graph.

In reference [24], Gong et al., proved additionally that there does not exist uniformly
minimal graphs in Gn,n+3, n ≥ 6; see [24] (Theorem 6). Therefore, a natural question
is proposed.

Question ([24], Question 7) For two positive integers n and m with n ≥ 5 and n + 3 ≤ m ≤
n(n− 1)/2, determine all pairs (n, m) such that the uniformly minimal graphs in Gn,m exist.

In this paper, we investigate the above Question. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we will introduce the notations and terminologies. In Section 3,
we determine that the c2-minimal graphs in Gn,m are six classes of threshold graphs. Then,
in Section 4, we give a characterization of c2-c3 successive minimal graphs in Gn,m, deter-
mine that each c2-c3 successive minimal graph is exactly one of the four classes of threshold
graphs. In Section 5, we give the main results of this paper and a flow diagram of the
idea of proof. Finally, in Section 6, we draw some conclusions and describe the further
development of this work.

2. Preliminaries

In this section, we will introduce the notations and terminologies, which will be
utilized in the subsequent discussion.

Throughout the paper, graphs are simple, finite and undirected. Let G be a graph of
order n. Denote by A(G) and D(G) the adjacency matrix and the degree diagonal matrix
of G, respectively. The Laplacian characteristic polynomial P(G; λ) of G is defined by

P(G; λ) = det(λI − L(G)) =
n

∑
i=0

(−1)ici(G)λn−i, (1)

where ci(G) is referred to as the i-th Laplacian coefficient of G. Because the Laplacian matrix
L(G) is positive semi-defined, ci(G) ≥ 0 holds for each i. Without causing confusion, we
abbreviate ci(G) to ci.

A graph G having n vertices and m edges is called a (n, m)-graph. Denote by Gn,m the
set of all (n, m)-graphs. Let H ∈ Gn,m. The graph H is called

• ci-minimal if ci(H) ≤ ci(G) holds for any graph G in Gn,m;
• c2-c3 successive minimal if H is c3-minimal among all c2-minimal graphs;
• uniformly minimal if, for each i(i = 0, 1, . . . , n), H is ci-minimal in Gn,m.

Let G ∈ Gn,m with vertex set V. The degree of the vertex i of G is the number of edges
incident with i, denoted by di. Denote by D(G) = (d1, d2, . . . , dn) the degree sequence of G
and4(G) the number of triangles contained in G.

Let A and B be two disjoint graphs. Denote by A ∪ B the sum of A and B, where
V(A ∪ B) = V(A) ∪ V(B) and E(A ∪ B) = E(A) ∪ E(B), and by A ∨ B, the product of
A and B, the graph obtained from A ∪ B by adding all the edges (u, h) with u ∈ V(A)
and h ∈ V(B).
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Let (n, m) be an integer pair with n ≥ 5 and n− 1 ≤ m ≤ n(n− 1)/2. Suppose that
the integers k, j, r and s satisfy

m =

(
k + 1

2

)
− j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, (2)

m =

(
n
2

)
−
(

r + 1
2

)
+ s, 1 ≤ s ≤ r. (3)

We introduce six special threshold graphs as follows (see Figures 1–3):

• Cn,m := (Kk−j ∨ (K1 ∪ Kj)) ∪ (n− k− 1)K1;

• Rn,m := (K1 ∨ (Kk−1 ∪ (k− j)K1)) ∪ (n− 2k + j)K1, where k + 1 ≤ 2k− j− 1 ≤ n− 1;

• Tn,m := (Kk−2 ∨ 3K1) ∪ (n− k− 1)K1, where j = 3;

• Sn,m := Kn−r−1 ∨ ((K1 ∨ sK1) ∪ (r− s)K1);

• Qn,m := Kn−2r+s ∨ ((Kr−s ∨ (r− 1)K1) ∪ K1), where r + 1 ≤ 2r− s− 1 ≤ n− 1;

• Pn,m := Kn−r−1 ∨ (K3 ∪ (r− 2)K1), where s = 3.

Figure 1. Sn,m := Kn−r−1 ∨ ((sK1 ∨ K1) ∪ (r− s)K1), Qn,m := Kn−2r+s ∨ ((Kr−s ∨ (r− 1)K1) ∪ K1).

Figure 2. Pn,m := Kn−r−1 ∨ (K3 ∪ (r− 2)K1), Cn,m := (Kk−j ∨ (K1 ∪ Kj)) ∪ (n− k− 1)K1.
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Figure 3. Rn,m := (K1 ∨ (Kk−1 ∪ (k− j)K1)) ∪ (n− 2k + j)K1, Tn,m := (Kk−2 ∨ 3K1) ∪ (n− k− 1)K1.

Moreover, we refer Sn,m as the quasi-star graph and refer Cn,m as the quasi-complete graph.
In the final of this section, we need to introduce some terminology results, which will

be used in the subsequent discussion.
Let G be a graph with order n and degree sequence D(G) = (d1, d2, . . . , dn). The prob-

lem of characterizing the graphs having maximum invariant

n

∑
i=1

d2
i

in Gn,m was first investigated by Katz [25] in 1971 and by R. Ahlswede and G.O.H. Ka-
tona [20] in 1978. Then the invariant ∑n

i=1 d2
i is named as the first Zagreb index, denoted by

M(G); see [26,27]. For convenience, a graph G is referred to as optimal if M(G) is maximal
among all graphs in Gn,m.

3. On c2-Minimal Graphs in Gn,m

For any given graph G, the following results provide combinatorial expressions on the
Laplacian coefficients c2(G) and c3(G) in terms of their degree sequence and the trace of A3.

Lemma 1 ([28], Theorem 3.1). Let G ∈ Gn,m be a graph with degree sequence (d1, . . . , dn). Then

c2(G) = 2m2 −m− 1
2

n

∑
i=1

di
2. (4)

Lemma 2 ([28], Theorem 3.2). Let G ∈ Gn,m be a graph with adjacency matrix A and degree
sequence (d1, . . . , dn). Then

c3(G) =
1
3
(4m3 − 6m2 − 3m

n

∑
i=1

di
2 +

n

∑
i=1

di
3 − tr(A3)). (5)

From Lemma 1, it can be seen that the graph with the largest sum of degree squares,
i.e., the optimal graph, is a graph of c2-minimal.

In 1999, Peled, Petreschi and Sterbini [29], and Byer [30], independently showed that
all optimal graphs, which may not necessarily be connected, belong to one of the six classes
of threshold graphs defined above.

Lemma 3 ([31], Theorems 2.4, 2.6, 2.7). Let n and m be two integers such that 0 ≤ m ≤ (n
2). Let

also k, r, j and s satisfy Equations (1) and (2). Then the set of optimal graphs are contained in

{Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m, Cn,m, Rn,m, Tn,m}.

Moreover,
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(1). at least one of Sn,m and Cn,m is optimal;
(2). if Qn,m or Pn,m is optimal, then Sn,m must be optimal;
(3). if Rn,m or Tn,m is optimal, then Cn,m must be optimal;
(4). if Qn,m and Cn,m are both optimal, then j = k, r = k + 1, s = 2k− n + 2, n > 5 and k are
positive integers that satisfy Pell’s equation (2n− 3)2 − 2(2k− 1)2 = −1;
(5). if Pn,m and Cn,m are both optimal, then j = s, k = r, n > 9 and k are positive integers that
satisfy Pell’s equation (2n− 1)2 − 2(2k + 1)2 = −49;
(6). if Qn,m and Pn,m are both optimal, then (n, m) = (7, 9) or (9, 18), and Cn,m also exists.

The following theorem indicates that there are few integer pairs (n, m) that satisfy
M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) for n ≥ 5 and n + 3 ≤ m ≤ n(n− 1)/2.

Let k0 = k0(n) be an integer such that(
k0

2

)
≤ 1

2

(
n− 1

2

)
<

(
k0 + 1

2

)
and define the quadratic function

q0 =
1− 2(2k0 − 3)2 + 2(n− 5)2

4
, R0 =

4((n
2)− 2(k0

2 ))(k0 − 2)
−1− 2(2k0 − 4)2 + (2n− 5)2 .

Theorem 2 ([31], Theorem 2.8). Let n be a positive integer.
(1). If q0(n) > 0, then

M(Sn,m) ≥ M(Cn,m) for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1
2 (

n
2),

M(Cn,m) ≥ M(Sn,m) for 1
2 (

n
2) ≤ m ≤ (n

2).

M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) if and only if m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 1
2 (

n
2)}, or m = (k0

2 ) and (2n− 3)2 − 2(2k0 −
3)2 = −1, 7.
(2). If q0(n) < 0, then

M(Sn,m) ≥ M(Cn,m) for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1
2 (

n
2)− R0 or 1

2 (
n
2) ≤ m ≤ 1

2 (
n
2) + R0;

M(Cn,m) ≥ M(Sn,m) for 1
2 (

n
2)− R0 ≤ m ≤ 1

2 (
n
2) or 1

2 (
n
2) + R0 ≤ m ≤ (n

2).

M(Cn,m) = M(Sn,m) if and only if m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 1
2 (

n
2)− R0, 1

2 (
n
2)}.

(3). If q0(n) = 0, then

M(Sn,m) ≥ M(Cn,m) for 0 ≤ m ≤ 1
2 (

n
2),

M(Cn,m) ≥ M(Sn,m) for 1
2 (

n
2) ≤ m ≤ (n

2).

M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) if and only if m ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, (k0
2 ), . . . , 1

2 (
n
2)}.

From Theorem 2, there are few integer pairs (n, m) that satisfy M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m)
for n ≥ 5 and n + 3 ≤ m ≤ n(n− 1)/2.

Below, Figure 4 ([31] Figures 2.5–2.8) shows the value M(Sn,m) − M(Cn,m)
for n = 25, 15, 17, and 23, respectively. It is easy to see that Sn,m and Cn,m are rarely
both optimal.
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Figure 4. In reference [31], m = 1
2 (

n
2). S(25, e) and e denote the sum of squares of degrees and the

number of edges of the quasi-star graph.

4. On c2-c3 Successive Minimal Graphs in Gn,m

Combining with Lemma 3 and the definition of the c2-c3 successive minimal graphs,
we have the following result immediately.

Corollary 1. Let G be a c2-c3 successive minimal graph in Gn,m. Then

G ∈ {Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m, Cn,m, Rn,m, Tn,m}.

Let G be a graph with an adjacency matrix A. The following result is well known.

Lemma 4 ([32], Proposition 2). Let G ∈ Gn,m be a graph with adjacency matrix A. Then

tr(A3) = 64(G). (6)

Set

α(G) =
n

∑
i=1

di
3 − 64(G). (7)

As a consequence of Lemma 3 and Corollary 1, we have

Proposition 1. Let G ∈ Gn,m be a graph with adjacency matrix A. Then G is a c2-c3 successive
minimal graph if and only if G has minimal value α(G) among all graphs in

{Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m, Cn,m, Rn,m, Tn,m}.

Therefore, to determine the c2-c3 successive minimal graph, we need to compare the
values α(G) among all graphs in {Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m, Cn,m, Rn,m, Tn,m}.

Firstly, by the structures of those special threshold graphs, we can easily list the degree
sequences of all graphs above as follows.
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(1). D(Sn,m) = (

n−r−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− 1, . . . , n− 1, n− r + s− 1,

s︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− r, . . . , n− r );

(2). D(Qn,m) = (

n−2r+s︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− 1, . . . , n− 1,

r−s︷ ︸︸ ︷
n−2, . . . , n−2,

r−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− r, . . . , n− r, n− 2r + s);

(3). D(Pn,m) = (

n−r−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− 1, . . . , n− 1,

3︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− r + 1, . . . , n− r + 1,

r−2︷ ︸︸ ︷
n− r− 1, . . . , n− r− 1);

(4). D(Cn,m) = (

k−j︷ ︸︸ ︷
k, . . . , k,

j︷ ︸︸ ︷
k− 1, . . . , k− 1, k− j,

n−k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0);

(5). D(Rn,m) = (2k− j− 1,

k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
k− 1, . . . , k− 1,

k−j︷ ︸︸ ︷
1, . . . , 1,

n−2k+j︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0);

(6). D(Tn,m) = (

k−2︷ ︸︸ ︷
k, . . . , k, k− 2, k− 2, k− 2,

n−k−1︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . , 0).

By the structures of those special threshold graphs, we have

Proposition 2. Let (n, m) be a given integer pair with n− 1 ≤ m ≤ n(n− 1)/2. Then

(1).4(Sn,m) =

(
n− r + 1

3

)
+ (s− 1)

(
n− r

2

)
+ (r− s)

(
n− r− 1

2

)
;

(2).4(Qn,m) =

(
n− r + 1

3

)
+ (r− 2)

(
n− r

2

)
+

(
n− 2r + s

2

)
;

(3).4(Pn,m) =

(
n− r + 2

3

)
+ (r− 2)

(
n− r− 1

2

)
;

(4).4(Cn,m) =

(
k
3

)
+

(
k− j

2

)
;

(5).4(Rn,m) =

(
k
3

)
;

(6).4(Tn,m) =

(
k− 1

3

)
+ 2
(

k− 2
2

)
.

Proof. (1). We divide all vertices of Sn,m into four parts:
V1: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kn−r+1;
V2: the vertices that are contained in the isolated vertices (r− s)K1;
V3: the vertices that are contained in the isolated vertices sK1;
V4: the unique isolated vertex (see Figure 1).

The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V1 is (n−r−1
3 ),

the number of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V1 and one vertex
is contained in V2 is (r − s)(n−r−1

2 ), the number of triangles each of whose two vertices
are contained in V1 ∨ V4 and one vertex is contained in V3 is s(n−r

2 ), and the number of
triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V1 and one vertex is contained in V4 is
(n−r−1

2 ). Besides, by a simple calculation, it can be seen that (n−r−1
3 ) + s(n−r

2 ) + (n−r−1
2 ) =

(n−r+1
3 ) + (s− 1)(n−r

2 ).

(2). We divide all vertices of Qn,m into four parts:
V1: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kn−2r+1;
V2: the unique isolated vertex K1;
V3: the vertices that are contained in the isolated vertices (r− 1)K1;
V4: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kr−s (see Figure 1).

The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V1 ∨V4 is (n−r
3 ),

the number of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V1 and one vertex is
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contained in V2 is (n−2r+s
2 ), the number of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained

in V1 ∨V4 and one vertex is contained in V3 is (r− 1)(n−r
2 ). Besides, by a simple calculation,

it can be seen that4(Qn,m) = (n−r
3 ) + (r− 1)(n−r

2 ) = (n−r+1
3 ) + (r− 2)(n−r

2 ).

(3). We divide all vertices of Pn,m into three parts:
V1: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kn−r−1;
V2: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph K3;
V3: the vertices that are contained in the isolated vertices (r− 2)K1 (see Figure 2).

The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V1 ∨V2 is (n−r+2
3 ),

the number of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V1 and one vertex is
contained in V3 is (r− 2)(n−r−1

2 ). So4(Pn,m) = (n−r+2
3 ) + (r− 2)(n−r−1

2 ).

(4). We divide all vertices of Cn,m into four parts:
V1: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kk−j;
V2: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kj;
V3: the isolated vertex K1;
V4: some isolated vertices (n− k− 1)K1 (see Figure 2).

The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V1 is (k−j
3 ), the num-

ber of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V1 and one vertex is contained
in V2 is j(k−j

2 ). The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V2 is
( j

3), the number of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V2 and one vertex
is contained in V1 is (k− j)( j

2). The number of triangles each of whose two vertices are
contained in V1 and one vertex is contained in V3 is (k−j

2 ). Besides, by a simple calculation,
it can be seen that (k−j

3 ) + j(k−j
2 ) + ( j

3) + (k− j)( j
2) = (k

3). So4(Cn,m) = (k
3) + (k−j

2 ).

(5). We divide all vertices of Rn,m into four parts:
V1: one vertex K1;
V2: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kk−1;
V3: some isolated vertices (k− j)K1;
V4: some isolated vertices (n− 2k− 1)K1 (see Figure 3).

The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V2 is (k−1
3 ), the num-

ber of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V2 and one vertex is contained
in V1 is (k−1

2 ). Besides, by a simple calculation, it can be seen that (k−1
3 ) + (k−1

2 ) = (k
3). So

4(Rn,m) = (k
3).

(6). We divide all vertices of Tn,m into three parts:
V1: the vertices that are contained in the complete graph Kk−2;
V2: three isolated vertices 3K1;
V3: some isolated vertices (n− k− 1)K1 (see Figure 3).

The number of triangles each of whose all vertices are contained in V1 is (k−2
3 ),

the number of triangles each of whose two vertices are contained in V1 and one ver-
tex is contained in V2 is 3(k−2

2 ). Besides, by a simple calculation, it can be seen that
(k−2

3 ) + 3(k−2
2 ) = (k−1

3 ) + 2(k−2
2 ). So4(Tn,m) = (k

3).

Therefore, the proof is complete.

Now we establish two main theorems as follows. These theorems can help us better
identify the candidate graphs of c2-c3 minimal successive graphs in Gn,m.

Theorem 3. Let (n, m) be a given integer pair with n− 1 ≤ m ≤ n(n− 1)/2. Then

(1). α(Pn,m) < α(Sn,m) if Pn,m and Sn,m are c2-minimal;

(2). α(Cn,m) < α(Tn,m) if Cn,m and Tn,m are c2-minimal;

(3). α(Qn,m) < α(Sn,m) if Qn,m and Sn,m are c2-minimal;

(4). α(Cn,m) < α(Rn,m) if Cn,m and Rn,m are c2-minimal.
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Proof. Combining with the degree sequences above and Lemma 2, we have

α(Sn,m) = (n− r− 1)(n− 1)3 + (n− r + s− 1)3 + s(n− r)3 + (r− s)(n− r− 1)3

− 6(
(

n− r + 1
3

)
+ (s− 1)

(
n− r

2

)
+ (r− s)

(
n− r− 1

2

)
);

α(Qn,m) = (n− 2r + s)(n− 1)3 + (r− s)(n− 2)3 + (r− 1)(n− r)3 + (n− 2r + s)3

− 6(
(

n− r + 1
3

)
+ (r− 2)

(
n− r

2

)
+

(
n− 2r + s

2

)
);

α(Pn,m) = (n− r− 1)(n− 1)3 + 3(n− r + 1)3 + (r− 2)(n− r− 1)3

− 6(
(

n− r + 2
3

)
+ (r− 2)

(
n− r− 1

2

)
);

α(Cn,m) = (k− j)k3 + j(k− 1)3 + (k− j)3 − 6(
(

k
3

)
+

(
k− j

2

)
);

α(Rn,m) = (2k− j− 1)3 + (k− 1)4 + k− j− 6
(

k
3

)
;

α(Tn,m) = (k− 2)k3 + 3(k− 2)3 + (k− 3)3 − 6(
(

k− 1
3

)
+ 2
(

k− 2
2

)
).

(1). By a direct calculation, α(Sn,m)− α(Pn,m) = 12 > 0 as s = 3.
(2). α(Cn,m)− α(Tn,m) = −12 < 0 as j = 3. So (1) and (2) are trivial.
(3). Note that α(Sn,m)− α(Qn,m) = 3r3 − (6s + 3)r2 + (3s2 + 3s)r, we define

f (r) = α(Sn,m)− α(Qn,m) = 3r3 − (6s + 3)r2 + (3s2 + 3s)r.

Recall that r + 1 ≤ 2r− s− 1 ≤ n− 1, then r ≥ s + 2 and thus the derivative f ′(r) satisfies
f ′(r) = 9r2 − 2(6s + 3)r + 3s2 + 3s ≥ f ′(s + 2) = 3s + 24 > 0, which implies that f (r) is
an increasing function on r. Consequently, α(Sn,m)− α(Qn,m) ≥ f (3) = 18 > 0. Thus (3)
follows.
(4). Note that α(Cn,m)− α(Rn,m) = −7k3 + (6j + 10)k2− (3j2− 3j + 10)k− 3j2− 4j + 2, we
define

g(k) = α(Cn,m)− α(Rn,m) = −7k3 + (6j + 10)k2 − (3j2 − 3j + 10)k− 3j2 − 4j + 2,

a function on k. Recall that k+ 1 ≤ 2k− j− 1 ≤ n− 1, then k ≥ j+ 2 and thus the derivative
g′(k) satisfies g′(k) = −108j2 + 228j− 440 < 0, which implies that g(k) is a decreasing
function on k. Consequently, α(Cn,m)− α(Rn,m) ≤ g(3) = −80 < 0. Thus 4) follows.

In the following theorem, we exclude the rare case of M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m), r + 1 ≤
2r− s− 1 ≤ n− 1 and s = 3.

Theorem 4. Let (n, m) be a given integer pair with n− 1 ≤ m ≤ n(n−1)
2 . Then

(1). α(Cn,m) < α(Qn,m) if Cn,m and Qn,m are c2-minimal;

(2). α(Cn,m) < α(Pn,m) if Cn,m and Pn,m are c2-minimal;

(3). α(Cn,m) < α(Qn,m) and α(Cn,m) < α(Pn,m) if Qn,m and Pn,m are c2-minimal.

Proof. (1). Note that α(Qn,m) − α(Cn,m) = n4 − (k + 7)n3 + (3k + 21)n2 + (6k2 − 9k −
28)n− k4 − 15k2 + 13k + 15, we define

F(n) = α(Qn,m)− α(Cn,m) = n4− (k+ 7)n3 + (3k+ 21)n2 + (6k2− 9k− 28)n− k4− 15k2 + 13k+ 15,

a function on n. Recall that n > 5 and thus the derivative F′(n) satisfies F′(n) = 4n3− 3(k+
7)n2 + 2(3k + 21)n + 6k2 − 9k− 28 = 6k2 − (3n2 − 6n + 9)k + 4n3 − 21n2 + 42n− 28. We
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define G(k) = 6k2 − (3n2 − 6n + 9)k + 4n3 − 21n2 + 42n− 28. Recall that r + 1 ≤ 2r− s−
1 ≤ n− 1 and r = k + 1, s = 2k− n + 2, then k ≤ n− 3 and thus the first derivative G′(k)
satisfies G′(k) = 12k− 2n2 + 6n− 9 ≤ G′(n− 3) = −3n2 + 18n− 45 < 0, which implies
that G(k) is a decreasing function on k. F′(n) = G(k) ≥ G(n− 3) = n3− 21+ 53 > 168 > 0,
which implies that F(n) is an increasing function on n. If n = 5, then k = 2. Consequently,
α(Qn,m)− α(Cn,m) > F(5) = 30 > 0. Thus 1) follows.

(2). Since integer n > 9 satisfies the Pell’s equation (2n− 1)2 − 2(2k + 1)2 = −49, integer
n is at least 12, and at the same time n = 12, k = 8. Note that α(Pn,m) − α(Cn,m) =
n4 − 4n3 − (3k2 + 3k− 24)n2 + (3k3 + 12k2 − 27k− 21)n− 2k4 − 6k3 + 24k2 − 44k + 84, we
define

H(n) = n4 − 4n3 − (3k2 + 3k− 24)n2 + (3k3 + 12k2 − 27k− 21)n− 2k4 − 6k3 + 24k2 − 44k + 84.

The derivative H′(n) satisfies

H′(n) = 4n3 − 12n2 − (6k2 + 6k− 48)n + 3k3 + 12k2 + 27k− 21.

The second derivative H′′(n) satisfies

H′′(n) = 12n2 − 24n− (6k2 + 6k− 48).

The third derivative H′′′(n) satisfies

H′′′(n) = 24n− 24 > 0,

which implies that H′′(n) is an increasing function on n. H′′(n) ≥ H′′(12) = 1056 > 0,
which implies that H′(n) is an increasing function on n. H′(n) ≥ H′(12) = 3075 > 0,
which implies that H(n) is an increasing function on n. Consequently, α(Pn,m)− α(Cn,m) ≥
H(12) = 7204 > 0. Thus 2) follows.

(3). By Lemma 3 (6), if Qn,m and Pn,m are all optimal, then (n, m) = (7, 9) or (9, 18), and Cn,m
also exists. Substituting (n, m) = (7, 9) into Equations (1) and (2) yields k = 4, j = 1, r = 5,
and s = 3. By further direct calculation, α(Qn,m) = 258, α(Pn,m) = 276 and α(Cn,m) = 204.
Similarly, substituting (n, m) = (9, 18) into Equations (1) and (2) yields k = r = 6 and
j = s = 3. By further direct calculation, α(Qn,m) = 1068, α(Pn,m) = 1164 and α(Cn,m) = 912.
It is not difficult to see that α(Cn,m) is always the smallest.

5. Results

By Theorem 4 and Lemma 3 (6), if Qn,m and Pn,m are c2-minimal, then Cn,m also exists,
and Cn,m is c2-c3 successive minimal.

By Lemma 3, Proposition 1 and Theorem 3, at least one of Sn,m and Cn,m be a c2-c3
successive minimal graph in Gn,m. Qn,m or Pn,m can only be a c2-c3 successive minimal
graph if certain conditions are satisfied, while Rn,m or Tn,m cannot be c2-c3 successive
minimal graph. Therefore, we have the main results of the paper as follows.

Theorem 5. Let G ∈ Gn,m. If M(Sn,m) < M(Cn,m), or M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) with r + 1 ≤
2r − s − 1 ≤ n − 1 or M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) with s = 3, the c2-c3 successive minimal graph
is Cn,m.

Theorem 6. Let G ∈ Gn,m. If M(Sn,m) 6= M(Cn,m), or M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) with r + 1 ≤
2r− s− 1 ≤ n− 1, or M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) with s = 3, each Laplacian coefficient c2-c3 successive
minimal graph is exactly one of the four classes of threshold graphs Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m and Cn,m.

The Figure 5 describes the logical progression of our proofs.
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<latexit sha1_base64="mkp9k2GHUYDfzMhAbFno9tgGW0w=">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</latexit>

c2 � minimal

<latexit sha1_base64="rgMtsZHum1sMAY9bRNqf8dO9yWM=">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</latexit>

Sn,m
<latexit sha1_base64="foEH1h/mLf7cl3/yPqJE8wsa6kg=">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</latexit>

Cn,m

<latexit sha1_base64="uCqhSf/ZelX1+i3y1TsKCfbOWl8=">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</latexit>

Qn,m
<latexit sha1_base64="Ij/M+2Oj5Mm8rgLoRT1Zia7oQHo=">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</latexit>

Pn,m
<latexit sha1_base64="X82Y+vpIdb+BREFgZPlLcQUbJ1k=">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</latexit>

Rn,m
<latexit sha1_base64="pycBfBtCbhXPvW6CurOTMa7V4cU=">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</latexit>

Tn,m

<latexit sha1_base64="+w+GhxM2z1STcXkMBvyBwwPG05M=">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</latexit>

c2 � c3 � minimal

<latexit sha1_base64="6DZ8LxunLtdUOgtzAotzv1Om6Wk=">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</latexit>

=)
<latexit sha1_base64="xnCNAk2+BvvbuOc3dzJKhpPApSE=">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</latexit>

Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m, Cn,m

<latexit sha1_base64="inSfDL0+PBFThnRkGJ9O1+RU2Es=">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</latexit>

Qn,m, Cn,m
<latexit sha1_base64="xDqpljC8T7eR4WgWvkPW4NKcvjE=">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</latexit>

Pn,m, Cn,m
<latexit sha1_base64="u8EMhlg9bfDsX63PmQ9hrywX0TY=">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</latexit>
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Cn,m

Figure 5. Only when Sn,m is c2-minimal graph, Pn,m and Qn,m can be c2-minimal graphs. Similarly,
only when Cn,m is c2-minimal graph, Rn,m and Tn,m can be c2-minimal graphs. The application of
Theorem 3 enables us to reduce the set of candidate graphs for c2-c3 successive minimal graphs to
four types of threshold graphs, namely: Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m and Cn,m. Besides, Theorem 4 indicates that,
if M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) with r + 1 ≤ 2r − s− 1 ≤ n− 1 M(Sn,m) = M(Cn,m) with s = 3, the c2-c3

successive minimal graph is Cn,m.

Lemma 1 declares that the uniqueness of c2-minimal graphs cannot be guaranteed
in Gn,m. For instance, Theorem 2.5 in [31] demonstrates six c2-minimal graphs existing
in G9,18. Theorems 3 and 4 further state that the c2-c3 minimal successive graph in Gn,m must
be one of the four threshold graphs, that is, Sn,m, Qn,m, Pn,m, and Cn,m, with the exception
that only Sn,m and Cn,m can be c2-minimal. Bearing in mind that for most integer pairs
(n, m) with n + 3 ≤ m ≤ n(n− 1)− 3, where the corresponding optimal (n, m)-graph is
unique, the c2-minimal graph is also unique. This being said, the cases where solely Sn,m
and Cn,m are c2-minimal are infrequent and encompassed in Theorem 2.

After excluding the case where solely Sn,m and Cn,m are c2-minimal, we have success-
fully demonstrated the uniqueness of the c2-c3 minimal successive graph in Gn,m. However,
it must be noted that this scenario is rarely encountered (as noted in Theorem 2, where the
possibility of Sn,m and Cn,m both being c2-minimal is already uncommon). In light of this,
we propose the conjecture that the c2-c3 minimal successive graph in Gn,m is indeed unique.

6. Conclusions

The research on the Laplacian matrix and its eigenvalues of graphs in the fields of
physics and chemistry is notable. The coefficients of Laplacian matrix are directly linked
to the eigenvalues and they serve as a reflection of the graph structure. In this paper, we
extend Ábrego et al.’s work [31] and conduct a study of the c2-c3 successive minimal
graphs. Our research aims to gain a better understanding of the structural properties of
molecular graphs.

Our next step is to map the threshold graph to the Ferrers matrix (the adjacency matrix
of a threshold graph such that the upper-triangular part is left justified and the number of
zeros in each row of the upper-triangular part does not decrease. We demonstrate Ferrers
matrices using “+” for the main diagonal, an empty circle “◦” for the zero entries, and a
black dot, “•” for the entries equal to one), attach weights corresponding to Laplacian
coefficients to each element in the Ferrers matrix, and use a special perturbation of the
threshold graph to minimize some Laplacian coefficients.
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